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Abstract: Many authentication systems are being used. Authentication systems like password, pattern, biometric etc. are used. But this system has some drawbacks. Password can be easy to guess if it is small or user has written somewhere. Pattern can be guessed using shoulder surfing. Biometric system is more secured than password and pattern. But it is more threatening to user physically as in some cases like which happened in Bangkok where a user's thumb was chopped off for getting his fingerprint for unlocking his car. Because of this we are going to use a known biometric system which is least used i.e. keystroke dynamics. In this the users keystroke are used for authentication. In this paper we are going to use the keystroke dynamics for person identification. We are going to use the three schemes for identifying the person who is typing. For this we are going to use the various machine learning algorithm with pairwise user coupling technique. We are going to show the performance separately as well as together. We are going to prove that user coupling technique in bottom up tree structure shows the best performance in terms of accuracy and time complexity. We are going to validate the technique using keystroke data.
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Introduction:
Many authentication systems are being used. Authentication systems like password, pattern, biometric etc. are used. But this system has some drawbacks. Password can be easy to guess if it is small or user has written somewhere. Pattern can be guessed using shoulder surfing. Biometric system is more secured than password and pattern. But it is more threatening to user physically as in some cases like which happened in Bangkok where a user's thumb was chopped off for getting his fingerprint for unlocking his car. Because of this we are going to use...
a known biometric system which is least used i.e. keystroke dynamics. In this the users keystroke are used for authentication. In this paper we are going to use the keystroke dynamics for person identification. We are going to use the method for identifying the person who is typing. For this we are going to use the various machine learning algorithm with pairwise user coupling technique. We are going to show the performance separately as well as together. We are going to prove that user coupling technique in bottom up tree structure shows the best performance in terms of accuracy and time complexity. We are going to validate the technique using keystroke data.

**Problem definition**
The Existing system to find the Person identification by using key stock pattern. User enter User name and password first its fetch the key stock and store into dataset. User enter the password system can identified the pattern of the Keystroke but sometime pattern identification problems To create to the system. We have also investigated the optimized feature set for person identification by using keystroke dynamics. And is need to improve the pattern identification for the keystroke dynamics.

**Objectives**
To develop a web application providing secure person identification by using keystroke dynamics:
- To providing secure personal identification
- User enter the password system fetch the key stock and create one pattern.
- User match that pattern the enter the system.
- Its secure and valid person assess the system
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Fig- System Architecture
In this architecture diagram first user has to register with their authenticated mail id and correct information and has to enter the password in 5 step, after this the system will store the info of user and password to the database. And the user will be successfully registered. When the user will login the user has enter the email and password, if the user keystroke password matches then only the user will be successfully login otherwise failed login.

Related work
1. John V. Monaco, Ned Bakelman, Sung-Hyuk Cha, and Charles C. Tappert an application of this work is intruder detection, by which we mean the discovery that somebody other than the authentic user is using the computer. Keystroke biometric systems measure typing characteristics believed to be unique to an individual and difficult to duplicate Continual authentication is ongoing verification but with possible interruptions. This is in contrast to continuous authentication which would mean without interruption. We define burst authentication as verification on a short period of computer input after a pause.

2. Mohammad Nauman and Tamleek Ali Traditional approaches to authentication involving ‘strong passwords’ have several limitations in the context of mobile phones. Miniature keyboards (and in latest devices – on-screen touch keyboards) tend to motivate users to choose simpler, and thus weaker, passwords. A solution to this problem, proposed and implemented on desktop computers since more than two decades back, is keystroke-dynamics analysis [1,2] that uses more sophisticated parameters, such as duration between each keystroke pressed, alongside password matching to strengthen authentication.

3. Krisztian Buza Although the dynamics of typing, e.g. the time series of the duration of keystrokes, is characteristic to users, it is obvious that even the same user cannot always type with the exactly same dynamics. if we consider a large set of users, such as millions of students participating in online education, it may be difficult and time-consuming for human experts to identify patterns that are able to reliably distinguishing users from each other. Therefore,
approaches based on machine learning is required for user identification based on typing patterns

**HYPOTHESES**

1- In this, we are developing a system to find the Person identification by using key stock pattern. User enter User name and password first its fetch the key stock and store into dataset. User enter the password system can identified the pattern of the Keystroke but sometime pattern identification problems

2- To create to the system. We have also investigated the optimized feature set for person identification by using keystroke dynamics. And is need to improve the pattern identification for the keystroke dynamics.

**DELIMITATION OF THE STUDY**

1- In this paper we find out the keystroke of password enter by the user and system will find out the authenticated user by their keystroke when they will login to the system.

2- To overcome the problem of security we have developed this concept which will identify the user by analyzing their keystroke.

**DESIGN OF THE STUDY**

1] **Identification of system**: this paper is developed for the purpose of security, in this identification of the users will be analysing by their keystroke, if keystroke matches then also user will able to login to the system.

Input: User details and password;

Output: identify the user by keystroke.

F1=Naïves bayes (This function helps to predict the users keystroke.),

F2=keystroke capture (it will capture the entered password keystroke)
SAMPLE OF THE STUDY

In this, we are developing a system that helps a user to provide the security to the web application by using concept of keystroke in which the system will analyze the keystroke for the person identification.

TOOLS UDED

S/W System Configuration: -

- Operating System : windows 8 and above..
- Application Server : Tomcat5.0/6.X
- Language : Java
- Front End : HTML, JSP
- Database : MySQL

H/W System Configuration: -

- Processor : Pentium –III
- RAM : 2GB (min)
- Hard Disk : 20 GB

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE USED

We have developed Registration page in the system in which user has to enter the details and password. In this user has to enter the password in 5 step in each user's password are captured and stored in database and also its information is stored in database. We have used database as MySQL. after 5 step of password system will provide a OTP which is generated automatically and send to registered User’s mail, and that OTP should be enter by the user to the system then only User will be Successfully Register otherwise Registration will be failed. When user will login with their email and password, the system will analyse the keystroke of your password, if it match then the system will identify the person and successfully login.
ALGORITHM

Naïve bayes:

We have used naïve Bayes algorithm for the prediction of keystroke and analysing the user by their keystroke.

Comparative result:

1. **Keystroke dynamics as a biometric for authentication**: This paper address the practical importance of using keystroke dynamics as a biometric for authenticating access to workstations. Keystroke dynamics is the process of analysing the way users type by monitoring keyboard inputs and authenticating them based on habitual patterns in their typing rhythm. And also the inherent limitations that arise with the use of keystroke dynamics as an authentication mechanism are attributed to the nature of the reference “signature” and its relationship to the user — recognizing users based on habitual rhythm in their typing pattern uses dynamic performance features that depend upon an act — the rhythm is a function of the user and the environment.

2. **Biometric Authentication and Identification using Keystroke Dynamics: A Survey**: In this survey, they presented an extensive survey of research conducted in the field of keystroke dynamics over the past three decades. However, there are a few challenges and open areas of research that should be addressed in order to make this an effective biometric. Keystroke dynamics has a strong psychological basis which should be explored to gain deeper understanding of the motor behavior during typing. Using these concepts, models could be built to better understand the processes involved in typing.

3. **Keystroke Biometric Identification and Authentication on Long-Text Input**: The results indicate that the keystroke biometric can be useful for identification and authentication applications if sufficient enrollment samples are available and if the same type of keyboard is used to produce both the enrollment and the questioned samples. The keystroke biometric was significantly weaker for the identification application (but not the authentication application) when enrollment and testing use different input modes (copy or free-text), different keyboard types (desktop or laptop), or both different input modes and different keyboard types. Additional findings include the degree of performance degradation as the number of subjects increases and as the time interval between enrollment and testing increases.

4. **Data Classification for achieving Security in cloud computing**: In this Many classification techniques are have used that classifies the data in social network or other application area. They have identified a set of parameters for data classification in cloud. It is for providing security levels based on type of content and accessibility. We are providing the level of security in cloud storage as per the required confidentiality and access restrictions for the data specified. We have analyzed few data elements and classified
them based on the proposed parameters. All the elements that are stored in cloud storage can be classified first based on the content and access control parameters.

**Comparison of existing paper with previous paper:**

From previous literature, it recognizes that certain features tend to provide more useful than others system. Some paper have also worked on security like biometric authentication in which there were some limitations that arise such as typists break text in small predictable groups, or due to the limitations on memory buffer size, a static typing biometrics in user authentication. The inputs are the key down and up times and the key ASCII codes captured while the user is typing a string. Some System uses more sophisticated classification techniques such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) might be explored. Also, although it is likely difficult to mimic another person’s keystroke pattern. Or some previous paper uses the classifier that does not give the accurate result to the system, therefore we try to increase the accuracy of identify the keystroke by using naïve Bayes classifier which will give the best output to the system and also provide the OTP function so that only authenticate user will be registered and also check whether the email address that provide does really exist or not.

**Experiment Result:**

Results demonstrate that the user register is successfully only when user enters the correct information and 5 step password process in which the user’s keystroke are stored and an otp code is send to authenticated user, if the user enter the correct OTP then only the user will be successful register and users details are been successful stored in the database. And while login user has to enter the correct email and password keystroke, our system analyses the keystroke and identify the user and successfully the user will able to access the account.

**Future scope:**

The experiment results show how our system will help to provide the security to the system, it will help the authenticate user to access their access, so that no one can access their account and also it provide the security of OTP which will help the system that the user’s email is exist or not.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have used keystroke dynamics for person identification. Our method is more accurate than the other system when it comes to person identification. We have used identification method with pairwise user coupling which show best performance. This system is still secure even when password is compromised. And it will analyse the person by their keystroke and only authenticate user will able to access the account.
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